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WHAT IS “INFRARED”? 

•  "Rays of light that are just below red 
in the spectrum. They cannot be 
seen but they produce heat deep 
inside an object".  

•  This penetration is what allows 
infrared asphalt heaters to heat 
existing asphalt without burning it 
like an open flame would. 



WHAT ARE SOME 
INFRARED 
APPLICATIONS? 
• Patch potholes. 
•  Fix “Bird Baths”. 
• Repair utility cuts. 
• Adjust asphalt around manholes 

& valve boxes. 
• Repair paver seams. 
• Create “Welded Joints” in 

patches or new paving. 

 



ADDITIONAL USES 

•  Repair minor surface imperfections 
like gouges, roller lines, small 
segregated areas, etc. 

•  Oil spot removal. 
•  Wide crack repair. 
•  Bonding speed bumps to the existing 

surface. 
•  Creating rumble strips. 



WHEN NOT TO USE 
INFRARED PATCHING 
•  Where there is standing water, frost, 

excessive mud or dirt on the surface. 
•  Where the base or sub base has 

failed resulting in pumping or rutting. 
•  Where the existing asphalt is too 

thin, 2” or less. 
•  Where the entire surface has failed, 

no good asphalt to patch back to. 



OTHER INAPPROPRIATE 
APPLICATIONS 
• Where the existing has failed 

due to traffic loads exceeding 
the design thickness. 

• On surfaces that have been 
sealed or chip sealed with coal 
tar or other elusions. 



SOME EXCEPTIONS 

•  Where full depth remove & replace is 
required infrared patching can be 
used to create a “Welded Joint” at 
the edges of the new patch. 

•  Where existing asphalt is less than 
2” thick infrared can be used prior to 
an overlay. 

•  Emulsion sealers can be ground off 
prior to using infrared. 



F.A.Q.s 

•  Will the infrared rays penetrate 
multiple lifts? 

•  Can the rays penetrate standing 
water? 

•  Does cold winter air prevent infrared 
patching? 

•  Can infrared repair reflective 
cracking? 

•  Does infrared repair change the 
characteristics of the asphalt? 



Can infrared rays 
penetrate multiple lifts? 
 
•  YES, if done in steps. If you had a single course of 

asphalt 3 inches thick, the rays will penetrate 
through the entire course. If you had a 1" overlay on 
top of that 3" course, the rays would penetrate only 
the overlay, or one coarse at a time. The solution is 
to rake back the softened course, exposing the 
next course to be heated. The rays then penetrate 
the exposed course. Utilizing the proper steps, you 
can achieve full depth penetration. However, full 
depth penetration is not always needed nor called 
for. In the case of many potholes the multiple 
layers will be exposed to the infrared rays already 
and repairing a minor surface defect requires only 
an inch or two to be heated. 



Can infrared penetrate 
standing water? 
• NO! The infrared rays will not 

penetrate accumulated water. 
Accumulated water such as you 
find in a bird bath should be 
swept away. Moisture and 
dampness do not affect 
infrared's capabilities, standing 
water does.  



Does cold winter air 
prevent infrared patching? 
 
•  Outside temperatures affect the time that 

you will need to allow for full depth 
penetration. This varies slightly from 
season to season, but you can conduct 
repair operations on a year round basis. 
The outside temperatures will not affect 
your ability to create thermally bonded 
surfaces, or full depth repairs. However be 
cautious of melting ground frost which may 
causing pumping while trying to compact 
the patch. 



Can infrared repair 
reflective cracking? 
 
• Not if the reflective cracking is 

caused by a poor base. If the 
base lacks proper drainage, or 
is of an unsuitable material that 
cannot support the design 
traffic loads, the infrared 
process will dress up the area, 
but the reflective crack will 
work back through.  



Does infrared change the 
asphalt characteristics? 
 
•  Very slightly. Results from lab tests 

indicate no differences in physical 
properties or characteristics of 
infrared heated pavement. However 
overheating or using open flame 
instead of true infrared can cook the 
asphalt cement out of the pavement 
being repaired resulting early failure 
of the repair. 



INFRARED PATCHING 
BEST PRACTICE 
•  Remove any mud, dirt or standing water 

from the area to be repaired. 
•  Position the infrared panel over the area to 

be repaired. 
•  Allow the infrared rays to penetrate until 

the surface is softened, 5 – 15 minutes 
depending on depth, season and mix 
design. 

•  Use a rake to loosen the area requiring 
repair plus about 6” – 12” into the 
surrounding good asphalt, work in 
rejuvenating agent or SS-1 tack. 



INFRARED PATCHING 
BEST PRACTICE……….. 
•  Add new hot mix if needed. 
•  Lute the area using normal techniques to 

level and smooth while being careful to 
reduce segregation. 

•  Compact using the proper size steel wheel 
roller. Edges should be compacted first. 

•  Optional; apply SS-1 tack to the entire 
finished surface and broadcast “Black 
Beauty” sand on the area. This step 
provides a great appearance and seals the 
patch for longer life. 



STEP 1: Heat & scarify, add new HMA material as needed  









STEP 2: Lute to proper grade 





STEP 3: Compact the patch 







WELDED EDGE / JOINT 
•  After the utility repairs have been made and the trench 

has been properly backfilled and compacted use the 
infrared equipment to heat the full depth of the vertical 
edges until they are softened enough to be cut to a 45 
degree angle with a shovel. 

•  Apply SS-1 tack. 
•  Install and compact the new asphalt while the edges are 

still hot, raking the old & new material together to 
produce a seamless, thermally welded edge. 

•  Optional; Apply SS-1 tack about 12” wide around the 
edges of the new patch, broadcast “Black Beauty” sand 
on the edges. 

•  This procedure is also used on a previous days cold joint 
when beginning paving operations the next day. 















DO NOT EVER…………. 

• Use an open flame instead of 
true infrared, you will damage 
the existing asphalt. 

• Heat the surface being repaired 
over about 300 degrees or you 
may damage the pavement. 

• Try to make repairs without 
properly preparing the surface. 



QUESTIONS?  

• Your experiences with infrared, 
good or bad. 

• Tricks of the trade you would 
like to share. 

• Viewpoint of the inspector or 
public agency.  


